LOT 156
THE PROPERTY OF HERRY W. SCHAEFER
SEBAH AND JOALLIER

PANORAMA DE CONSTANTINOPE PRIS DE LA TOUR DU GALATA. [C.1889]
10 large albumen prints (each approximately 250 x 335mm.), individually mounted on card (300 x 335mm.), joined concertina form to make a panorama (250 x 3350mm.), folding into original red morocco-backed cloth boards, covers stamped in gilt and blind, upper cover lettered in gilt, one cloth joint detached, some light dust-soiling to mounts, spine rather rubbed, some discoloration and stains to upper cover

ESTIMATE £3,000-4,000 GBP
Lot Sold: 3,125 GBP

CATALOGUE NOTE
A very good photographic panorama of Constantinople, the prints with uniform dark tones.